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Abstract. Over the past several decades, National Football League (NFL) executives have tried to devise ways to deter off-field
misconduct of its players. Since the year 2000, the NFL instituted a Personal Conduct Policy governing the actions of players
already in the league. The policy was further modified in April 2007 by Commissioner Roger Goodell. The question the present
research asks is what is the relationship between an amateur player’s misconduct in his final year of college and his overall pick in
the NFL Draft. By extension, the present research looks to see if this relationship changes with the modification of the Personal
Conduct Policy. Examining the NFL Draft from 1999 through 2013, the present research finds that misconduct decreased a
player’s draft position meaning his draft position improved. However, the modification of the Personal Conduct Policy leads to
an insignificant result suggesting that team executives are beginning to examining an amateur player’s misconduct more closely
with the new policy.
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1. Introduction

Research across many disciplines examined crimi-
nal and other defiant behaviors among athletes across
various sport levels. Research examining professional
sport and criminal/deviant behaviors focused on the
policy implications for both the criminal justice system
(McKelvey, 2001; O’Hear, 2001; Standen, 2009) and
professional leagues and its member clubs (Ambrose,
2007; Kim & Parlow, 2009; Ugolini, 2007). More
recently, researchers begun to examine how off-the-
field issues affect different stakeholders. Research by
Weir and Wu (2014), for example, found that amateur
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players who were charged with a crime the year prior to
being drafted were selected lower in the NFL Draft. If
players were not charged with a crime but were accused
of a crime, they were selected higher in the draft.

While recent research by Weir and Wu (2014) and
others focused on the effect that negative off-field
behavior affects a player’s overall selection in the ama-
teur draft, very little attention has been given to the role
of league policy changes designed by league execu-
tives to deter negative off-field behavior. While most
research focuses on the power of the commissioner
and other league executives to change the policy, it is
unclear the role that policy changes impacted player
behavior or on additional consequences handed down
by league or team executives on continued behavior
that is deemed to be negative by the league and its
member clubs.
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Thus, the purpose of the present research is to exam-
ine the impact that deviant behavior in an amateur
football player’s last season of college impacts his
overall draft position in the National Football League
Draft (NFL) and if this impact differs with a change
in policy. The NFL Draft was instituted in 1936 and
is the main mechanism used by the NFL to allo-
cate amateur talent (Berri & Simmons, 2011). Also,
prior studies show that draft position is a significant
indicator regarding playing time and career length
(e.g., Hendricks, DeBrock, & Koenker, 2003; Staw &
Hoang, 1995).

The sample time period examined in the present
research is from the 1999 NFL Draft through the 2013
NFL Draft. This time period is significant for two rea-
sons. First, player conduct was becoming an increasing
point of emphasis for league executives. For example, a
study of NFL players by Benedict and Yaeger (1998) in
the 1996-1997 season found that 21 percent of players
sampled were either arrested or indicted for a mini-
mum of one crime in which the authors determined
was a serious crime. The second reason is the presence
of two commissioners in the NFL who had different
policies governing off-field behavior during this time
period. The first commissioner was Paul Tagliabue,
who initially adopted the personal conduct policy in
2000. The second commissioner is Roger Goodell who
modified the personal conduct policy in April 2007 to
provide quicker and harsher punishments for off-field
misconduct (Marks, 2008). Thus, the present study also
examines the deviance and draft position relationship
within the two commissioner regimes, something Weir
and Wu’s (2014) research could not accomplish.

Estimating a regression model with the dependent
variable being the log of overall draft position, we
find a player’s deviance one year prior to the NFL
Draft improves his overall draft position, meaning
he is drafted higher in the NFL Draft under the
original Personal Conduct Policy. However, examin-
ing the player’s deviance one year prior to the draft
under the Goodell era does not impact a player’s
draft position. Furthermore, the present research exam-
ines the relationship across different types of player
subgroups–defensive skill players, offensive skill play-
ers, offensive linemen, and defensive lineman. The
results show some variation regarding the impact of
deviance on a player’s overall amateur draft status
under both Personal Conduct Policies.

The paper is structured as followed. The first section
looks at the literature examining off-court issues in

professional sports. The second section provides a brief
history of the NFL’s Personal Conduct Policy. The third
section presents the data and estimation strategy for the
present research. The fourth section presents the results
followed by a discussion and conclusion section.

2. Literature review

Previous research examining off-field deviance
issues in sports examined three specific streams. The
first stream is a legal stream examining the role
the commissioner and other league executives have
in regards to their role in deterring unwanted off-
field behavior (e.g., Ambrose, 2007; Bukowski, 2001;
Jefferson, 1997; Kim & Parlow, 2009; Mahone Jr.,
2008; Marks, 2008; Stiglitz, 1994; Ugolini, 2007).
Ambrose (2007) traced the development of off-field
incidents and Personal Conduct Policies across the
major North American sports leagues. Furthermore, he
examined the role specific commissioners have played
in various leagues with the development of conduct
policies. Marks (2008) examined the legality of the
Personal Conduct Policy as well as the impact of the
policy that was developed outside of collective bar-
gaining negotiations between the league and the NFL
Players Association. Bukowski (2001) argued that the
league and its executives were the best internal stake-
holder group to punish players and other employees
for off-field misconduct. Jefferson (1997) looked at the
role the commissioner can play in punishing athletes
who commit acts of domestic violence and the over-
all development of a policy against domestic violence.
Mahone Jr (2008) specifically explored the role that
Roger Goodell played in the modification of the NFL’s
Personal Conduct Policy.

The second stream examines the rule breakers them-
selves. Dabbs (1997) looked at the reasons provided as
to why athletes are violent towards women. She out-
lined several theories used in the literature to explain
a player’s off-field behavior. Welch (1997) examined
100 NFL players who had committed various violent
crimes against females. He found certain football posi-
tions, such as running backs, increased the chances that
the player would commit some form of violent crime
against a woman. O’Hear (2001) examined the sen-
tencing of elite athletes who committed violent crimes.
In his investigation, he found that sentencing laws dif-
fered between states as well as discussed the challenges
of sentencing elite athletes compared to non-athletes.
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Anecdotally, Dohrmann (2011) conducted a study
examining 2,827 players that were on rosters for
Sports Illustrated’s 2010 preseason top 25 college
football ranking. Player’s names, dates of birth and
other vital information were run through databases
and law-enforcement agencies. He indicated around
seven percent of the players had been in trouble with
the law either before or entering college, and nearly
40% of the incidents were considered serious offenses
(Dohrmann, 2011). Weir and Wu (2014) stated the
Seattle Seahawks did not draft a single player with a
record of arrest or suspension between the 2005–2009
draft years, while the Cincinnati Bengals and Arizona
Cardinals each had more than a quarter of their draft
picks carrying some history of character concerns dur-
ing that time period.

The third stream of research analyzes the impact
that off-field behavior has on different stakeholder
outcomes. Stair, Miza, Day, and Neral (2008) pre-
dicted that more arrests, on average, per team would
negatively affect an NFL team’s winning percentage.
Poor team performance might be explained by play-
ers missing games due to suspensions from arrests or
misconduct or the distraction of negative media atten-
tion resulting from arrests. Alternatively, arrests have
been often linked with personality traits of aggression,
a characteristic that may lead to increased perfor-
mance on the field (Stair et al., 2008). Fink, Parker,
Brett, and Higgins (2009) surveyed college students to
look at the changes in fan identification after learn-
ing about off- field misconduct of athletes. Results
from their survey indicated fan identification may be
impacted, particularly if team executives do not man-
age their response to the off-field misconduct that is in
accordance to fans expectations. Weir and Wu (2014)
examined the relationship between criminal records
and NFL draft position from 2005 to 2009. Examin-
ing criminal records and partitioning these records into
arrested and charged and arrested and not charged, they
found that when a player was arrested and charged
with a crime, he was selected about a half of round
later. However, their results found a player was drafted
almost one full round earlier when he was arrested
and not charged with a crime. Finally, Allen (2015)
found the number of off-field incidents and suspen-
sions did not impact a player’s overall draft position.

Overall, scholars attempted to examine off-field
criminal misconduct by professional athletes. This lit-
erature can be divided into three areas. Of particular
interest in the present research is the final stream which

focuses on the impact that off-field behavior has on dif-
ferent stakeholder outcomes. The outcome the present
research looks to examine is a player’s amateur draft
position and the role that misconduct may influence
in regards to the player’s overall draft position. Previ-
ous research by Weir and Wu (2014) found evidence
supporting the belief that off-field behavior influences
overall draft position in the NFL. Due to the limited
sample period, however, they did not look at the impact
that changes to the league’s Personal Conduct Policy
has on this outcome. The present research seeks to
examine this impact.

3. NFL Personal Conduct Policy

The commissioner of a professional sports league
acts as the chief executive officer of the league (Noll,
2003). According to the NFL by-laws,1 the com-
missioner has many responsibilities. One of these
responsibilities is to “adopt legal action or such other
steps or procedures” when players, coaches, referees,
or anybody else associated with the league is “guilty of
any conduct detrimental either to the league, its mem-
ber clubs or employees, or to professional football.”
As stated earlier, the NFL and its member clubs dealt
with issues of player deviance off-the-field as well as
on-field violence, where some has expressed concerns
regarding the sport being too violent and aggressive.
Ambrose (2007) stated that in the 1990 s, “‘murder’
was the only criminal offense said to bar an athlete from
playing in the NFL.” (p. 1071). Bukowski (2001) also
stated that league executives were afraid that off-field
misconduct was getting out of control that these actions
would hurt the long-term survivability of the league.
As a result, league executives attempted to improve the
off-field conduct of its players when in contact with the
general public.

Paul Tagliabue was the NFL commissioner from
the 1989-1990 season until the 2005-2006 season.
Given the reputation of the league and the perception
of increased incidents, Tagliabue created a Personal
Conduct Policy in 2000 (Marks, 2008). As the policy
was written, many issues presented themselves which
made it difficult for Tagliabue to attempt to deter player
behavior. The policy was written so “punishments were
not imposed until after a player had received either a
conviction or its equivalent, such as a plea of no contest

1http://static.nfl.com/static/content//public/static/html/careers/
pdf/co .pdf.

http://static.nfl.com/static/content//public/static/html/careers/pdf/co_.pdf
http://static.nfl.com/static/content//public/static/html/careers/pdf/co_.pdf
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or a plea to a lesser charge. However, this policy pre-
cluded swift action and was thus apparently viewed as
insufficient in quelling the rise in incidences of player
misconduct and protecting the public image of the
NFL” (Mahone Jr., 2008, p. 185-186). As Marks (2008)
wrote, “[t]his Personal Conduct Policy was not invoked
often and had little effect on the negative publicity
the NFL received for the indiscretions of its players”
(p. 1581).

Since current commissioner Roger Goodell was
appointed in 2006, he emphasized players conducting
themselves properly off-the-field. Furthermore, Good-
ell modified the Personal Conduct Policy so that even
athletes who were not convicted of a crime could still
be punished by the league (Kim & Parlow, 2009) since
the conduct is determined to be detrimental to the
league and might hurt public confidence in the legit-
imacy of the league’s product (Ambrose, 2007). As
Ambrose (2007) stated, three types of conduct can be
disciplined by the league. These types are prohibited
conduct, individuals charged with a criminal offense,
and individuals convicted of crimes. After modifying
the policy in April 2007, Goodell stated:

It is important that the NFL be represented con-
sistently by outstanding people as well as great
football players, coaches, and staff[ . . . ]. We
hold ourselves to higher standards of responsi-
ble conduct because of what it means to be part
of the National Football League. We have long
had policies and programs designed to encourage
responsible behavior, and this policy is a further
step in ensuring that everyone who is part of the
NFL meets that standard[ . . . ] (USA Today, 2007,
n.p.).

Given the attempt by league executives to deter
improper off-field behavior that may impact the rep-
utation and financial viability of the league, one may
expect that team executives take an amateur player’s
off-field behavior into account when evaluating his
potential selection in the NFL amateur draft. The
impact that off-field misconduct has on an amateur
player’s draft position over these two policies is exam-
ined below.

4. Data and empirical specifications

To examine the impact that deviance in the year prior
to the NFL draft affects an individual’s draft posi-
tion, the present research examines NFL picks from

the 1999 NFL Draft through the 2013 NFL Draft.
This sample period corresponds to the year prior to
the implementation of the original Personal Conduct
Policy through the change in NFL Commissioner. Dur-
ing the sample period, 4,061 selections were made
by NFL teams. The dependent variable in the present
research is the overall pick that the observed player
was selected in the observed season (Overall Pick).
This data was collected from Pro Football Reference.
For each observation, data was collected on individ-
ual player characteristics including the drafted position
of the player, the number of individual major col-
lege awards won during a player’s college career, a
player’s age, the school the player attended prior to
being selected in the NFL draft, and the player’s par-
ticipation in the NFL combine along with published
performance results from the combine (e.g., 40-yard
dash, height, weight, bench press repetitions).

To evaluate the overall pick i in NFL Draft year j,
the following empirical specification is estimated:

βij = aij + {31OLij + {32QBij

+ {33DLij + {34OffSkillij

+ {35DefSkillij + {36Awardsij

+ {37AllAmericanij

+ {38Ageij + {39Non D1FBSij

+ {310NonBCSAQij

+ {311CombinePartij

+ {312Devianceij + {313Goodellij

+ {314Deviance ∗ Goodellij+ �ij

where σ represents team fixed effects and � is the equa-
tion error term. The explanatory variables examine
various factors that may affect the player’s selection in
the draft. The first six variables control for the various
positions on the football field relative to the reference
group (Special Teams). The positions were gathered
from Pro Football Reference. The position groupings
were partitioned in this way due to a wide discrep-
ancy in the reporting of player positions during the
time period. For example, between the period of 2005
and 2007, Pro Football Reference grouped the players
into 13 specific classifications. However, in 2008 and
subsequent years, a “reclassification” occurs opening
up specialized positions. For example, 50 “defensive
backs” were drafted in 2007. In 2008, the category of
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defensive backs was expanded and subsequently sep-
arated cornerbacks, strong safeties, and free safeties.
In order to evaluate skill sets consistently, all positions
were grouped into six pre-determined classifications.
We identify six position groupings: quarterback, offen-
sive skill (FB, RB, TE, and WR), offensive line,
defensive line, defensive skill (DB and LB), and special
teams. These six position variables are dummy vari-
ables equal to 1 if the player had that particular position
listed as his draft position (e.g., QB), 0 otherwise.

The Awards variable looks at the cumulative num-
ber of individual major college awards2 (besides All
American honors) won during a player’s college career.
AllAmerican is the cumulative the number of 1st, 2nd,
or 3rd team All American awards won during the
player’s college career. The data for both of these
variables were collected and verified from multiple
websites. The Age variable is the age of the player at
the time of the draft. As Rodenberg and Stone (2011)
stated, the age variable is a proxy for competency,
maturity, and ability. The Age variable was collected
from Pro Football Reference.

Both NonDiv1FBS and NonBCSAQ focus on the
school the player attended the year before being
selected. NonDiv1FBS is a dummy variable equal to
1 if the observed player was drafted from a school
that was not a Division I-FBS school while NonBC-
SAQ is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the observed
player did not play at a school that was part of a Bowl
Championship Series automatic qualifying (BCSAQ)
conference. It is expected both of these variables will
have positive and significant coefficients as this result
would be consistent with previous research incorpo-
rating these variables (e.g., Berri & Simmons, 2011;
Treme & Allen, 2009) The variable CombinePart is a
dummy variable equal to 1 if the player participated in
one of the combine events besides being interviewed
by teams. Data regarding combine participation was
collected from the NFL Combine Results website.

The final three variables are the variables of inter-
est in the present study. Deviance is the count of

2The individual awards (Position in parenthesis) were the John
Mackey Award (TE), Lou Groza Award (K), Ray Guy Award (P),
Rotary Lombardi Award (OL, DL, or LB), Outland Trophy (Inte-
rior Lineman), Bronco Nagurski Trophy (Top Defensive Player),
Remington Trophy (Center), Heisman Trophy (Most Outstanding
Player), Maxwell (College Player of the Year), Walter Camp Award
(Outstanding player of the year), Doak Walker Award (RB), Davey
O’Brien Award (QB), Fred Biletnikoff Award (WR), Dick Butkus
Award (LB), Chuck Bednarik Award (Defensive Player of the Year),
and Jim Thorpe Award (DB).

deviance issues a player accumulated 365 days prior
to the NFL Draft. Deviance issues were analyzed on
an individual basis for each player based on a pre-
determined set of search terms. For the purpose of
the present study, deviance was classified with the fol-
lowing predetermined search terms: arrest, suspension,
drugs, violence, off-field, misconduct, cheating, alco-
hol, scandal, fight, assault, and battery. These search
terms revealed the newspaper articles containing one
or more of the search terms as well as the player under
examination. The newspaper articles were examined to
make sure that the article was about the player commit-
ting one of these forms of deviance. Deviance issues
were logged based on media exposure as disclosed
by Factiva (academic license). The second variable
is a dummy variable for the draft years after Roger
Goodell took over as commissioner. Thus, the Good-
ell variable takes the value of 1 for the 2007 through
2013 drafts, 0 for all other draft years. The final vari-
able is an interaction term between the previous two
variables (Deviance*Goodell). This variable examines
the influence of deviance in years while Goodell is
commissioner and its effect on a player’s overall draft
selection.

The present research also estimates a separate empir-
ical specification looking specifically at players’ NFL
Combine performance. Equation 2 presents the model
for the NFL combine participants.

βij = aij + {31Awardsij + {32AllAmericanij

+ {33Ageij + {34NonD1FBSij

+ {35NonBCSAQij + {36Heightij

+ {37Weightij + {3840ydij

+ {39Benchij + {310Verticalij

+ {311Shuttleij + {312Devianceij

+ {313Goodellij + {314Deviance

∗ Goodellij+ �ij

In Equation 2, all previous variables outlined above
have the same descriptions. The new combine variables
are taken from the NFL Combine Results Website.
Previous research shown performance at the combine
does influence overall draft position at certain posi-
tions (McGee & Burkett, 2003). The first variable is the
height of the player expressed in inches (Height). The
second variable is the weight of the player expressed in
pounds (Weight). 40yd is the player’s forty yard dash
time, Bench is the number of bench press repetitions a
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Table 1

Summary statistics

Variable Mean Stnd Dev Min Max n

Overallpk 4.551 0.960 0 5.568 4,061
OL 0.165 0.371 0 1 4,061
QB 0.048 0.214 0 1 4,061
DL 0.175 0.380 0 1 4,061
Off Skill 0.280 0.449 0 1 4,061
Def Skill 0.315 0.464 0 1 4,061
SpecialTeams 0.017 0.130 0 1 4,061
Awards 0.053 0.333 0 6 4,061
All American 0.171 0.446 0 3 4,061
Age 22.654 0.892 20 29 4,061
NonD1FBS 0.112 0.315 0 1 4,061
NonBCSAQ 0.275 0.447 0 1 4,061
Combine Part 0.711 0.453 0 1 4,061
Height (in) 74 3 65 80 1,632
Weight (lbs) 254 46 166 386 1,632
40yd 4.80 0.32 4.21 5.68 1,632
Bench 21.94 6.42 2.00 45.00 1,632
Vertical 32.96 4.18 21.00 45.00 1,632
Shuttle 4.39 0.27 3.75 5.26 1,632
Deviance 0.117 0.872 0 19 4,061
Goodell 0.438 0.496 0 1 4,061
Deviance*Goodell 0.032 0.432 0 19 4,061

player achieved at the combine, Vertical is the height
of the player’s vertical jump (expressed in inches), and
Shuttle is the player’s shuttle run time (expressed in
seconds). Given the use of combine results in Equation
2, we expect the results to impact different positions
in different ways (e.g., 40-yard dash time might mean
more for the WR position than for the OL position).
Instead of pooling all the positions together similar to
Equation 1, we estimate Equation 2 separately for each
position grouping identified in Equation 1 excluding
special teams.

For both Equation 1 and Equation 2, there are several
estimation issues that must be examined. The first is
in regards to the dependent variable. Since the depen-
dent variable is the order of selection in the draft, it
could present some estimation issues in its current
form. Thus, we take the logarithmic transformation of
the Overall Pick variable to use in Equations 1 and 2.
The second issue is in regards to heteroscedasticity of
the equation error term. As a result, we use White’s
robust standard error correction in both equations con-
sistent with previous research (Weir & Wu, 2014). The
third issue is multicollinearity. To address any potential
issue with multicollinearity, variance inflation factors
(vifs) are calculated. Results from these calculations
for both equations do not indicate any potential issues
with multicollinearity. The final issue has to do with
the sample size for one of the position groupings in

Equation 2. The QB group did not contain enough
observations to estimate a regression model. Thus,
we only estimate regression models for the other four
groups.

5. Results

Table 1 presents the summary statistics for the sam-
ple period. Recall there are 4,061 observations from
1999 through 2013. We find defensive skill players (DB
and LB) make up the highest percentage of the obser-
vations at 31.5 percent of the overall sample. They
are followed by offensive skill players (FB, RB, TE,
and WR) at 28 percent and defensive lineman at 17.5
percent. The maximum number of major awards won
was six (Manti Te’o, University of Notre Dame), and
the maximum number of All-American honors was
three (Barrett Jones, University of Alabama). The aver-
age age for a drafted player is 22 with 11 percent of
the drafted players coming from non-Division 1-FBS
programs and 27.5 percent coming from non BCSAQ
schools. The majority of the observations (71 percent)
participated in at least one event at the combine.

Finally, the maximum number of deviance hits from
the Factiva database search for any one player was 19.

Table 2 presents the team fixed effects regression
results for Equation 1. The model explained 22.7
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Table 2

Regression results

Variable Coef Robust Stnd Error p-value

OL –0.492 0.072 <0.001
QB –0.840 0.120 <0.001
DL –0.612 0.072 <0.001
OffSkill –0.440 0.067 <0.001
DefSkill –0.465 0.066 <0.001
Awards –0.478 0.087 <0.001
All American –0.562 0.045 <0.001
Age 0.164 0.016 <0.001
NonD1FBS 0.195 0.039 <0.001
NonBCSAQ 0.170 0.034 <0.001
Combine Part –0.214 0.029 <0.001
Deviance –0.044 0.023 0.053
Goodell 0.085 0.027 0.002
Deviance*Goodell 0.018 0.034 0.597
Team Fixed Effects Yes
R2 0.227
Average VIF 2.680
n 4,061

percent of the observed variation for Overall Pick.
We find most variables are significant at the 90 per-
cent confidence interval or higher. All of the position
variables are negative and significant compared to the
reference group, which is special teams. The number of
awards (both by position and All American), participat-
ing in the combine, and deviance variables are negative
and significant. The Age, NonD1FBS, NonBCSAQ, and
Goodell variables are positive and significant. Finally,
the interaction term between deviance and Goodell is
insignificant.

Table 3 presents the regression results for the four
positional player groupings and the NFL combine data
as described in Equation 2. All four models explain
between 26.5 and 40 percent of the observed variation
of the dependent variable. From Table 3, the number of
non- All American awards is negative and significant
for the defensive skill and defensive line players. The
All American award is negative and significant for all
positional groupings. The age variable is positive and
significant for each grouping except for the offensive
linemen.

Playing at a non-Division I-FBS school as well
as a non-BCSAQ is insignificant for all groupings
except for defensive skill positions. The height of the
player at the NFL Combine is negative and signifi-
cant for all groups except for defensive skill players.
The weight of the player at the NFL Combine is neg-
ative and significant for three of the four positional
groupings. The forty yard dash is positive and sig-
nificant for all groupings while the bench press is

significant for the offensive player groupings but not
for the defensive player groupings. The vertical jump
is significant for defensive skill and offensive linemen
only and the shuttle run is insignificant in all the posi-
tional groupings. The deviance variable has a negative
and significant influence for all the positional group-
ings except for defensive linemen while the interaction
term (Deviance*Goodell) is only significant with the
defensive skill position grouping.

6. Discussion and conclusion

Over the past decade, the NFL attempted to deter
negative off-field behavior of its players by imple-
menting and modifying a Personal Conduct Policy
(Marks, 2008). With the adoption and modification of
this policy, one might anticipate this policy would have
an effect on where individual players are selected in
the amateur draft. Previous research, examining over
1,200 amateur draft selection under the current per-
sonal conduct policy, found that certain incidences led
to a player’s overall amateur draft selection to be dimin-
ished (Weir & Wu, 2014).

The present research attempts to examine both per-
sonal conduct policies looking at the 1999 through
2013 NFL Draft. Since the lower (higher) the num-
ber means the higher (lower) the draft position, the
interpretation of a negative (positive) and significant
coefficient means that the player’s draft position
improved (declined). There are two main variables of
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interest. The first variable of interest is the Deviance
variable, which a count variable is looking at the num-
ber of newspaper articles in the 365 days prior to the
draft that the player was mentioned under a set of gen-
eral search criteria. Examining Table 2, we found an
increase in the number of incidents mentioned lead to
an improvement in draft position. Since the dependent
variable is a natural log and the independent variable
is not, we can provide a rough estimate of the impact
of the independent variable on the dependent variable
by multiplying the coefficient by 100. Thus, the impact
of an additional article in the newspaper regarding the
misconduct of a player leads to an improvement in
overall draft position of 4.4 percent.

There are many possible interpretations for why a
positive and significant coefficient may occur. The first
is the failure of the policy to actually change a team’s
drafting decision. If one of the purposes of the Personal
Conduct Policy is to deter negative off-field behavior
of players and, by extension, make teams aware of off-
field issues more closely prior to acquiring a player, the
results from Table 2 would suggest the initial policy did
not influence a team’s drafting decision. Furthermore,
the original Personal Conduct Policy was written in
such a manner that the commissioner could not pun-
ish the player until he was convicted or reached a plea
deal (Mahone Jr., 2008). The lack of speed in pun-
ishing players and the overall ineffectiveness of the
original policy would seem to have an effect on the
negative and significant coefficient in Table 2. The sec-
ond reason for the positive coefficient is it could be
the Deviance variable is detecting aggressive behavior
that is a desired quality for NFL teams according to
previous research (e.g., Welch, 1997). The third rea-
son is misconduct can be a form of risky behavior. As
Bollinger and Hotchkiss (2003) stated in their analysis
of MLB player salaries, workers whose performance
is risky or more uncertain will earn a higher wage.
Certainly any deviant behavior undertaken by individ-
uals carries an element of risk both for the person as
well as other stakeholder such as employers. However,
team executives may want to take that risk of a player
because of the potential for higher future rewards. The
fourth reason is summarized by Bukowski (2001) when
he stated “[t]eams wanted to win, so they overlooked
all of the negative consequences that came with this tal-
ent. Talent wins games; it also buys second chances”
(p. 109). In other words, teams are willing to over-
look off-field behavior due to the talent possessed by
these amateur players and the projection of how these

amateur players will impact a team’s future on-field
performance.

The second variable of interest is the interaction
between the number of mentions in the newspaper
and the modified Personal Conduct Policy under Roger
Goodell (Deviance*Goodell). Examining Table 2, we
find this variable to be insignificant. Taken this vari-
able along with the Deviance variable, we can say that
under the previous Personal Conduct Policy, players
were rewarded in terms of a better draft position with
an increase in deviance. However, this advantage has
since gone away with the introduction of the modified
Personal Conduct Policy under Goodell, which pro-
vides quicker and harsher penalties for players whose
off-field behavior does not coincide with the values of
the league.

Table 3 specifically examines NFL Combine par-
ticipants across four different player groups. From
Table 3, notice the deviance variable is negative and
significant for both the offensive and defensive skill
position players at the 90 and 99 percent confidence
interval respectively. However, the number of men-
tions in the newspaper did not affect the draft position
of offensive and defensive lineman. Examining the
interaction variable, this variable is insignificant for
all positions except for defensive skill position play-
ers. For the defensive skill position players, there is a
positive and significant increase in draft position mean-
ing each additional mention in the newspaper leads to a
lower draft position. One possible explanation revolves
around risky workers (Bollinger & Hotchkiss, 2003)
as this position grouping may not be the area in which
team executives want players taking risks on the field
due to potentially giving up 7 points. Thus, this risky
action of off-field misconduct may signal behaviors
teams do not want to see with defensive skill position
players.

Other variables within the model also provide inter-
esting results. In Table 2, all of the five position groups
have a higher draft position in comparison to the ref-
erence group (Special Teams). These results are not
surprising given that special teams players, in particu-
lar kickers and punters, are generally selected towards
the end of the NFL draft. The number of awards the
player won during his college career as well as the num-
ber of All American honors leads to an improved draft
position. These results would intuitively make sense
given that these awards are given to the top player of his
respective position or position group (e.g., Defense).
Examining the results in Table 3, awards and All Amer-
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ican honors affect different position groups differently.
The results in Table 3 show an increase in the Awards
variable leads to a defensive player being selected
lower in the draft. For offensive players, awards do
not influence draft position. There may be a couple
of explanations for this result. The first explanation
could be the skill set needed to succeed in the NFL is
more transferable of the player receiving the awards on
defense compared to players who receive the awards
on offense. The second explanation could be that the
awards is indicative of a high quality player on defense
and is used by NFL team scouting departments to help
decipher quality compared to offense awards. Exam-
ining the results for the All American variable in both
Tables 2 and 3, it is negative and statistically significant
across all models indicating the more All American
awards the player receives leads to an improved over-
all draft position. We also find the older the player is,
his overall selection is diminished. This positive and
significant effect occurs in four of the five models in
Tables 2 and 3 with the offensive linemen model in
Table 3 being the only insignificant result.

Examining the university characteristics, the results
in Table 2 indicate playing at a non-Division 1-FBS
school and at non-BCSAQ increase the player’s overall
selection, meaning a player is selected in later rounds
of the draft. This result intuitively makes sense and is
consistent with previous research (e.g., Treme & Allen,
2009) as players who play at the top schools gener-
ally face stronger competition over the course of their
careers allowing NFL scouts to have a better idea of
how the player may project as an NFL player. Examin-
ing these two variables in Table 3, we find insignificant
results in all four models except for the defensive skill
position. For this variable, we find that playing at a non-
Division I-FBS school led to a selection in the higher
rounds of the NFL draft.

The final group of variables specifically examines
a player’s participation in the combine and some of
the player’s performance results from the combine.
Regarding Table 2, there is a dummy variable for if the
observed player participated in at least one event of the
NFL Combine. The results from this variable in Table 2
shows that participating in the NFL Combine led to a
significant decrease in overall draft selection, mean-
ing that the player was draft lower in the draft. While
this result is not surprising given the NFL would invite
some of the top draftees to the combine, players have
the ability to voluntarily not participate in the combine
due to personal choice or injury. Thus, participating

in the combine does provide benefit to those players.
Table 3 presents the results that include six combine
specific variables, the listed height and weight of the
player and the performance of the player in the 40-yard
dash, bench press, vertical jump, and shuttle run. In
regards to the height variable, we find that height is
a significant predictor of draft selection for offensive
skill players, defensive lineman and offensive line-
man. More precisely, height improves the overall draft
positions for players of these three positions. These
results support previous research examining height and
draft selection in the National Basketball Association
(NBA) (Berri, Brook, & Fenn, 2011). Across all four
position groups, an increase in the player’s weight
improves his overall selection in the draft.

Examining the combine performance variables, the
results from Table 3 show an increase in the 40 yard
dash time leads to an increase in a player’s overall draft
selection. In other words, the slower a player is at the
combine, he is selected in the higher rounds of the
amateur draft.

We find that an increase in the amount of repetitions
on the bench press increase lowers the player’s overall
selection in the draft for offensive players. For defen-
sive players, the number of repetitions on the bench
press does not impact draft position. The results from
the vertical jump shows different results for defensive
skill players and offensive linemen compared to offen-
sive skill and defensive linemen. For the defensive skill
players and offensive lineman, the higher the vertical
jump leads to a lower overall selection in the amateur
draft. For the other two player groupings, the perfor-
mance in the vertical jump does not impact overall
draft selection. Finally, the shuttle run does not impact
overall draft position for all four player groupings.

In summary, the results showed that an increase in
the number of deviance incidents in the year prior to
being selected in the NFL Amateur draft improves
a player’s overall draft spot. When partitioning the
sample into four player groupings, we find this relation-
ship to be consistent with both defensive and offensive
skill players. However, the opposite relationship for
offensive lineman occurs in regards to deviance. Of
particular interest in the present research is to see
how the relationship between deviance and draft status
changes with the modification of the Personal Conduct
Policy under Roger Goodell. We find that deviance
under Goodell is generally insignificant in regards to a
player’s overall draft status except for Defensive Skill
players who sees their overall draft selection diminish.
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From the present research, we can say that the mod-
ification of the Personal Conduct Policy did begin to
change the behavior of teams in evaluating amateur
players.

The presentation is not without its limitations.
The biggest limitation of the present research is that
deviance itself is hard to quantify. As Weir and Wu
(2014) stated, it is difficult to arrive at an accurate esti-
mate of a player’s off-field misbehavior. The measure
used here in the present study is comprised of only inci-
dents and the media attention related to those incidents.
Thus, there may be incidents that do not receive any
attention that would fall into the search terms outlined
above. Furthermore, the measure does not separate
types of incidents. From the search terms used to gen-
erate the newspaper counts, there are many possible
behaviors that players could have undertaken as well
as many different types of punishments both from a
team standpoint (e.g., suspension) and a legal stand-
point (e.g., jail, plea agreement) that are not quantified
within this analysis. The nature and types of negative
off-field behavior might take more precedent for team
executives and evaluators.

Another limitation is we only examine the players
that were selected in the NFL Draft. Pager (2003) noted
a player’s criminal record can close doors in many
employment situations because the establishment may
not always probe deeper in the context or possible com-
plexities of a situation. Thus, there could be players
with on-field talent to be drafted, however, character
and/or legal issues may have prevented NFL teams
from drafting the players. The present research cannot
account for that scenario. Thus future research should
further examine these incidents to look at the impact
the Personal Conduct Policy has on an amateur player’s
draft status.
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